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The interplay between 
AGNs and galaixes
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A popular working model

•How do major mergers drive gas on large scales into the nuclear 
region and trigger AGN activities? 
•How do AGN outflows affect the host galaxies in detail?
•What is the effect of AGN outflows on star formation? Positive or 
negative?  Both?
           

Hopkins et al. (2008)



Broad absorption line (BAL) quasars
 
15-30% quasars all observed to have BAL features 

Common BALs: OVI, NV, CIV, Si IV, AlIII, FeIII, MgII, FeII

Difficulties in studying BALs using common absorption lines:
--- Easily saturated or blended
 

de Kool et al. (2002)

Dunn et al. (2010)



Leighly et al. (2011)

Clegg 1987

HeI* BALs -- an  approach to extensively and 
quantitatively study AGN outflows  

1.  HeI* λλ10830, 3889, 3189...            easy to observe from the ground,             well separated, no blending problems.                               

2. Large oscillator strengths 
difference:
     fλ (HeI* 10830:3889:3189) --- 
       23.5: 1: 0.33
3. Low abundance -- hard to saturate

τ=1



HeI* multiplets 
serve as important 
diagnostics for 
physical conditions 
of AGN outflows

Ji et al. (2015)
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nH (≈ ne ) can be measured from
(1) density—sensitive absorption lines of 
excited FeII, SiII, CII states
(2)  recombination time scale, trec ~1/ne
(3) density—sensitive lines, such as 
Balmer abs. to determine upper limit  to 
ne

Physcial parameters that 
can be determined from 
HeI* multiplets

Even the non-
detection of HeI* 

abs. can set a upper 
limit for NH 



The HeI*λ3889 BAL sample
 Before this work, only 11 HeI* BAL quasars had been 
reported, e.g., Mrk 231, FBQS J1115+3822, ...

Most of the 11 show both MgII and HeI* λ3889 
absorption lines with the same blueshift.

Arav et al. (2001) Ji et al. (2015)



The "pair-matching" method

Based on the similarity of 
continua and emission line 
profiles between BAL and non-
BAL quasars, except for the 
possible dust reddening effect.

Leighly et al. 2011



Examples of fits using the pair-matching method



S/N～15， dabs ～0.15
relatvie error ~ 40%

● ●

S/N～15， dabs ～0.15
detected fraction ~ 60%

Relative error Detected fraction

The pair-matching 
method is efficient for 
detecting weak 
absorption lines.



Results from tests

We have increased the sample 
size of HeI* BALs by more than 
an order of magnitude.

HeI* absorption lines are not 
so rare, and are found in a 
high fraction in MgII BALs.

In our sample of 285 MgII BALs,  
we find 101 objects with HeI* 
λ3889 absorption line (~35%)0bserved results

The detected 
fraction is strongly 
dependent on 
spectral S/N. S/N ~ 10

fdet ≈ 45% 

depth ~ 0.15 
fdet ≈25 % 

25% X 45% =11%

95% X 90% 
=86%

depth ~ 0.15 
fdet ≈95% 

S/N ~ 35 
fdet ≈ 90% 



Applications of HeI* absorption

We plan to enlarge the HeI* BAL sample to higher ( 1.35 < z 
> 2.25) and lower (z < 0.3) redshifts. 

We are now carrying out a mini-census looking for HeI* 
10830 in z < 0.3 AGNs to find LoBAL QSOs. Low-z BAL QSOs 
are hard to detecte from the ground. 

 Taking advantages of HeI* and other absorption lines, we 
can determine the     and    of the ionized AGN outflows for a 
large sample in 0 < z < 2.25.

 For the low-z BAL sample, we can explore the connections 
between AGN outflows and host galaxies statistically.

 For the whole sample of both low-z and high-z, we will try to 
estimate the feedback powers of AGN outflows at different 
redshifts. 

   


